
 
 
 
 
 
 

Australia fails blue whales 
 

                                   EMBARGO – 12.01 AEST Monday 23 March 2015 
 
(Sydney, 23 March 2015) A moratorium on seismic testing for oil and gas should be declared in areas critical to 

blue whales for feeding and migration, according to IFAW (The International Fund for Animal Welfare). 

 

The Abbott Government’s ‘one-stop-shop’ environmental approvals have failed blue whales with 67% of  key 

blue whale feeding and migration areas exposed to seismic testing by the offshore oil and gas industry in 

2014/2015, according to a new analysis released by IFAW today. 

 

By contrast an earlier IFAW report shows only 2% of  these areas described by government as important to blue 

whales, are covered by marine sanctuaries in the Commonwealth marine reserves network (currently under 

review.)  A year ago, all environmental approvals for offshore oil and gas activities were handed over by 

Environment Minister, Greg Hunt to the industry regulator, NOPSEMA (the National Offshore Petroleum 

Safety and Environmental Management Authority). 

 

IFAW Marine Campaigns Manager, Matt Collis, said a moratorium on any further seismic testing in areas used 

by blue whales during feeding and migration was needed to prevent cumulative impacts on these whales from 

multiple seismic blasts. 

 

“Our analysis shows the government is failing blue whales, the largest and one of  the most endangered animals 

on earth, one which is only slowly recovering from whaling. We have a responsibility to ensure we support that 

recovery in every way we can following the devastating impact of  commercial whaling on blue whales,” Mr 

Collis said. 

 

Seismic testing involves intense blasts every ten seconds, up to 24 hours a day for weeks and months. The 

extremely loud noise created is at the same frequency which blue whales use to communicate. Whales rely on 

sound to navigate, locate prey and predators, attract mates and for social reasons. They are extremely sensitive to 

man-made noise pollution which can force them away from feeding grounds, cause stress, disorientation and at 

close range can damage their hearing.  

 

It is impossible to tell how or if  the effects of  cumulative testing are being taken into account by the industry 



regulator NOPSEMA, because they will not release details of  their assessments. 

 

“It is deeply disappointing that NOPSEMA are allowing multiple seismic surveys to take place throughout 

periods when blue whales are present in Australian waters and in areas the government has described as 

biologically important for them.  NOPSEMA is failing in the duty handed to it by the Environment Minister to 

protect these whales,” Mr Collis said. 

 

NOPSEMA’s first year of  administering the ‘one-stop-shop’ process is scheduled to be reviewed by Minister 

Hunt, with the review starting this month and reporting in August. 

 

Blue whale feeding grounds off  southern Australia are particularly hard hit with seismic testing planned over 

93% of  the Bonney Upwelling and Kangaroo Island feeding areas. None of  these biologically important areas 

have high-level protection in Commonwealth marine reserves. 

 

“Just last week, world-renowned oceanographer, Sylvia Earle, warned of  the risks to whales in Australia’s 

southern waters from the oil and gas industry. IFAW’s analysis shows the scale of  the problem in startling 

clarity,” said Mr Collis. 

 

Blue whales travelling off  the west coast do not fare much better, with seismic testing planned in 69% of  the 

West Australian blue whale migration path. In a case study, the IFAW analysis shows that if  one of  the pygmy 

blue whales tagged by Australian Government scientists in 2011 took the same route on its northward migration 

in 2015, it would have to run the gauntlet of  five separate seismic testing zones, spending 18 days swimming 

directly through them on its epic 2,000 km journey up the coast towards breeding grounds in Indonesia.  

 

“Australia is one of  the few places in the world where blue whales come to feed but we’re not protecting them 

properly, either through marine reserves or the approval process for offshore activities. The government has 

rightly been applauded for the excellent research its scientists are doing on blue whales in the Antarctic but 

when it comes to our own waters we’re failing these animals,” said Mr Collis. 

 

- ends – 
Notes to editors:   

• Available: Full analysis and maps 

• Blue whale photographs 

• For further information please contact Jilea Carney, Communications Officer: T: +61 (02) 9288 4994 or M: +61 

(0)478 224 020 or E: jcarney@ifaw.org or Rebekka Thompson-Jones, Communications Manager: T: +61 (0)2 

9288 4973 or M: +61 (0)401 090 034 E: rthompson@ifaw.org 

 
About IFAW 
Founded in 1969, and active in Australia for over 30 years, IFAW saves animals in crisis around the world. In Australia, our 
focus includes marine conservation and whale protection, native wildlife protection and preventing illegal trade in wildlife. 
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We rescue and care for individual animals and deliver effective solutions for the long-term protection of  animal 
populations and habitats. Our work connects animal welfare and conservation, demonstrating that healthy populations, 
naturally sustaining habitats and the welfare of  individual animals are inextricably intertwined. For more information, visit 
www.ifaw.org. Follow us on Facebook and Twitter. Photos are available at www.ifawimages.com. 
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